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Background: Recent years have seen enormous progress in the development of methods for modeling (bio)mo-
lecular systems. This has allowed for the simulation of ever larger and more complex systems. However, as such
complexity increases, the requirements needed for these models to be accurate and physically meaningful be-
come more and more difﬁcult to fulﬁll. The use of simpliﬁed models to describe complex biological systems
has long been shown to be an effective way to overcome some of the limitations associated with this computa-
tional cost in a rational way.
Scope of review: Hybrid QM/MM approaches have rapidly become one of the most popular computational tools
for studying chemical reactivity in biomolecular systems. However, the high cost involved in performing high-
level QMcalculations has limited the applicability of these approacheswhen calculating free energies of chemical
processes. In this review, we present some of the advances in using reference potentials and mean ﬁeld approx-
imations to accelerate high-level QM/MM calculations. We present illustrative applications of these approaches
and discuss challenges and future perspectives for the ﬁeld.
Major conclusions: The use of physically-based simpliﬁcations has shown to effectively reduce the cost of high-
level QM/MM calculations. In particular, lower-level reference potentials enable one to reduce the cost of expen-
sive free energy calculations, thus expanding the scope of problems that can be addressed.
General signiﬁcance:Aswas already demonstrated 40 years ago, the usage of simpliﬁedmodels still allows one to
obtain cutting edge results with substantially reduced computational cost. This article is part of a Special Issue
entitled Recent developments of molecular dynamics.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).1. Introduction
Recent years have seen enormous progress in the development of
new methods for modeling molecular systems [1–6]. The introduction
of massively parallelized computer architectures [7–9], together with
the availability of more efﬁcient algorithms, has allowed for a spectacu-
lar increase in terms of the size of themolecular systems studied [10,11]
as well as the length of the simulations that can be performed [6,12]. For
instance, the development of approximate methods for ﬁrst-principles
quantum chemistry [1,3,13] has made it possible to carry out electronic
structure calculations for systems as big as millions of atoms [13–15].grained; EVB, empirical valence
proximation;MD,molecular dy-
QM/MM, quantum mechanics/
cle perturbation; US, umbrella
S, reactant state; SCC-DFTB, self-
sition state
t developments of molecular
te), kamerlin@icm.uu.se
. This is an open access article underConcurrently, the introduction of alternative hardware to perform mo-
lecular dynamics (MD) simulations [7–9] now allows one to run single
trajectories of μs [16,17] and, more recently, even MD simulations of
ms in length [12,18]. Despite the many advances in the ﬁeld, some of
these technologies have failed to make the expected impact on the sci-
entiﬁc community, in part due to their still excessive computational
cost. Additionally, in the case of recent developments in ﬁrst-principles
quantum chemistry [1,3,13], their more difﬁcult implementation and
limited accessibility compared to conventional codes remain bottle-
necks. Finally, despite the fact that running ms trajectories is computa-
tionally impressive, the computational cost involved discourages
running sufﬁcient replicas in order to test for reproducibility.
To perform large scale free energy calculations on complex systems,
two key requirements need to be fulﬁlled: 1) the approach should be
sufﬁciently accurate to describe the system under study in a physically
meaningful way and 2) sufﬁcient resources are needed to adequately
sample the conﬁgurational space to draw unambiguous conclusions
that are not dependent on starting structure. Therefore, one is stuck in
balancing the cost of the simulations with the resources available. The
availability of more powerful computer resources has partially resolved
these issues allowing simulations of larger and larger systems. Examplesthe CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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atoms [11] or the complete shell of southern bean mosaic virus, which
in explicit solvent led to a system that comprised more than 4.5 million
atoms and a total simulation time of about 100 ns [10]. Even with con-
temporary computer power, as the complexity of the systems of interest
increases, these two requirements become more and more difﬁcult to
fulﬁll, further pushing the need for custom codes and specialized hard-
ware. An alternative solution, in order to extend the range of problems
that can be addressed, is the introduction of some level of simpliﬁcation
to the models being used. The use of simpliﬁed models is particularly
important in the case of QM/MM free energy calculations, where even
current computational resources do not allow for both a full high-level
QMdescription of the reacting system and enough sampling of the con-
formational space [19] to obtain reasonable convergent free energies.
Often the only solution to this problem has been to move to cheaper
(but less quantitatively precise) semi-empirical models [5,19–21].
The use of simpliﬁed models in biomolecular simulations dates back
to the 1970s, when the pioneering work of Levitt andWarshel [22] intro-
duced the use of coarse-grained (CG) methods to the study of protein-
folding processes. These models allowed one to signiﬁcantly reduce the
number of degrees of freedom of the system under study and therefore
run longer simulations that would otherwise have been impossible
using the resources available at that time. The ﬁrst example of this was
on bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, BPTI [22], a small (b100 amino
acids) single polypeptide chain protein of known conformation at that
time (Fig. 1). In that study, the protein side chains were represented by
spheres with an effective potential (implicitly representing the average
potential of the solvated side chains) and themain chainwas represented
by virtual bonds between the Cα's. Using such a model, it was possible to
correctly fold this protein in about 1000 minimization cycles, as outlined
in Ref. [22] and illustrated in Fig. 1.
Similar approaches have subsequently been used in a variety of pro-
cesses, includingDNAandRNA folding [23,24], assemblies ofmembrane
proteins [25], and vesicle formation [26]. More recently, the idea of
using a simpliﬁed model as a reference potential has been expanded
to a wide range of chemical problems [27–31], long time-scale confor-
mational dynamics of proteins [32], and other related processes [33,34].Fig. 1. Simulation of bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) folding from anextended starting
torsional angle α between the four successive Cα atoms. In all cases, α=180°, except for residu
used for the simulation. In order to avoid nonproductive changes in the protein conformation, af
each mode has an average kinetic energy of kT/2 (where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is t
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature [22], copyright 1975. Also adaHaving addressed the issue of cost vs. accuracy of the calculations,
the second problem is the need for extensive conformational sampling.
In principle, one would expect that the evaluation of a standard unbi-
ased trajectory would be sufﬁcient to visit the different regions of the
conformational space multiple times. However, this requires the unbi-
ased trajectory to be extremely (and inefﬁciently) long, as the system
under study will spend a large fraction of the time in regions of phase
space that have already been visited. A number of enhanced and rare
event sampling techniques have been developed in order to reduce
this problem: umbrella sampling [36], thermodynamics integration
[37], replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) [38], the adaptive
biasing force (ABF) method [39], transition path sampling [40], acceler-
atedMD [41], metadynamics (MTD) [42] and paradynamics [28], just to
name a few examples (for further information on some of these
approaches, we refer readers to e.g. Ref. [43]). When combined with
simpliﬁed models, these techniques have been shown to be capable of
overcoming some of the limitations associated with computational
cost in rational ways.
Earlier works have already discussed the methodological aspects
of QM/MM approaches in detail (e.g. [20,44]) and their applications
in the modeling of complex biological systems (e.g. [5,45,46]). In
the present review, we hope to complement these excellent works,
now focusing on a particular case study, namely the use of simpliﬁed
reference potentials for performing higher-level hybrid QM/MM cal-
culations. We will ﬁrst provide a generalized introduction to this
concept, followed by a discussion of the state-of-the-art of QM/MM
free energy calculations using reference potentials as well as illus-
trating some recent applications. We will then conclude with an
overview and discussion of open challenges and future perspectives
for the ﬁeld.2. Approximating the high-level behavior of complex systems with
low-level models
When using a simpliﬁed model to study complex systems, it is
essential to use a model that captures the physics of the full explicitconformationwith the terminal helix. Each residue has only one degree of freedom, i.e. the
es 48 to 58where α=45°. No other knowledge whatsoever about the native protein was
ter a cycle of minimization, thermal ﬂuctuationswere introduced under the condition that
he absolute temperature).
pted with permission from [35].
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models relate to each other [47]. This can be achieved using a sim-
pliﬁed model as a reference in order to obtain the dynamical fea-
tures of interest of the more complex system (here referred to as
the target system) and then evaluating the cost of moving from
the reference model to the target system and adding this as a cor-
rection to key states [27,48]. For example, if the dynamical feature
of interest is the free energy of moving between the two states in
the energy surface of the target system (ΔgTARGET), one could ﬁrst
evaluate the corresponding free energy using the simpliﬁed refer-
ence model (ΔgREF) and then evaluate the free energy difference be-
tween the simpliﬁed and the target systems (ΔΔgREF → TARGET) using
a range of possible approaches that will be discussed in more detail
below. This approach, which dates back to early protein folding
studies [22,49], is described schematically in Fig. 2.
Following the thermodynamic cycle presented in Fig. 2, it is possible
to formally describe the free energy correction necessary when using a
simpliﬁed model as a reference potential for an explicit or high-level
model [27]. This derivation (Eqs. (1)–(4)) was originally presented in
Ref. [27] and extended in Refs [50,51]. Here we present its theoretical
background to general readers.
We start by deﬁning the conﬁgurational partition function of the
system under study as follows:
Qα xð Þ ¼ cτ
Zþ∞
−∞
exp −Δgα xð Þβð Þdx: ð1Þ
Here, α refers to either the simpliﬁed (QREF(x)) or explicit (Q-
TARGET(x)) model, x is the reaction coordinate, β= 1 / kBT, where kB is
the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature, τ denotes
all of the coordinates perpendicular to the reaction coordinate, Δgα(x)
is the resulting free-energy proﬁle along the reaction coordinate, and cτ
is a constant. From this, the partition function at the reactant state (RS)
can be deﬁned as:
Qα RSð Þ ¼ c τc ∫
x‡
−∞
exp −Δgα xð Þβð Þdx ¼ c τcx exp ΔGα RSð Þβð Þ: ð2ÞFig. 2. A thermodynamic cycle used to evaluate the cost of moving from a reference to a
target model for a generic process. Having calculated the features of interest of the corre-
sponding reference model (for the initial and ﬁnal states) (ΔgREF), the corresponding en-
ergy difference (ΔΔgREF → TARGET) is obtained from a perturbation between the two
models.
Adapted with permission from Ref. [35].A similar expression is obtained for the partition function of the
product state (PS). The overall free energy of the reaction will then be
simply deﬁned as:
ΔGα RS→PSð Þ ¼ ΔGα PSð Þ−ΔGα RSð Þ: ð3Þ
The approach above is a generalization that can be applied to
a range of (bio)chemical problems. In the speciﬁc case of evalu-
ating the activation free energy of a chemical process, the fol-
lowing modiﬁed version of Eq. (3) can be used (for details see
Ref. [27,51]):
Δg‡α ¼ Δgα x‡α
 
−Δgα xRSð Þ þ β−1 ln
1
Δx‡
∫x
‡
−∞ exp − Δgα x
‡
α
 
−Δgα xRSð Þ
 
β
n o
dx
 
: ð4Þ
The last term in Eq. (4) is a correction term that allows for the incor-
poration of ground state entropic effects into the transition state theory
rate constant.
Once the activation (ΔgREF(x‡)) and reaction (ΔGREF(RS → PS))
free energies have been calculated using the simpliﬁed model, the
next step is to evaluate the free energy of moving between this
simpliﬁed (or reference) potential to the corresponding target po-
tential at key stationary points (i.e. ΔΔGREF → TARGET(RS → PS) and
ΔΔgREF → TARGET(x‡), respectively). Once the relevant contributions
have been calculated, one can obtain the respective free energies
for the target system as follows:
ΔGTARGET RSð Þ ¼ ΔGREF RSð Þ þ ΔΔGREF→TARGET RSð Þ ð5Þ
and
Δg
TARGET
ðx‡Þ ¼ Δg
REF
ðx‡Þ þ ΔΔg
REF→TARGET
ðx‡Þ: ð6Þ
Eqs. (5) and (6) can, in principle, be evaluated by a single free
energy perturbation/umbrella sampling (FEP/US) approach using
the mapping potential, εm, which drives the system from the refer-
ence potential to the target potential [52]. In such a case, the map-
ping potential can be written as a linear product of the two
potentials:
εm ¼ 1−λmð ÞEREF þ λmETARGET 0≤ λm ≤ 1ð Þ ð7Þ
where λm is changed in ﬁxed increments (λm = 0/m, 1/m, …, m/m)
from 0 to 1. The free-energy associated with moving between the
two potentials (EREF and ETARGET) can then be evaluated using the
standard (FEP) formula [53]:
δG λm→λmþ1
  ¼−kT ln exp − εmþ1−εm =kT 	
 εm
h i
ð8Þ
where 〈〉 designates an average over molecular dynamics (MD) tra-
jectories propagated over εm. The ﬁnal free energy for moving from
EREF and ETARGET is taken as a sum of all free-energy increments:
ΔG λnþ1
  ¼ Xn
m¼1
δG λm→λmþ1
 
: ð9Þ
In cases where the difference between the reference and target
surfaces is signiﬁcant (see Fig. 3) it might be impractical to use the
expressions of Eqs. (7)–(9). Even in the case where similar surfaces
are obtained for both reference and target surfaces, the use of a full
FEP approach to gradually move from one surface to the other can
be extremely computationally expensive [50]. An alternative,
which also avoids the convergence problems inherent to FEP calcula-
tions [28], is to evaluate this correction term using the linear re-
sponse approximation (LRA) [50]. The energy difference between
Fig. 3. Illustrating the factors that determine the energy difference between reference and
target surfaces. The upper ﬁgure shows the situation when the two surfaces are similar.
The lower ﬁgure shows the situation when the two surfaces are signiﬁcantly different.
In the last case, it is much harder to obtain converging results for ΔGREF→ TARGET.
Reprinted with permission from [50]. Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.
Fig. 4. Thermodynamic cycle used to evaluate the free energy difference between a high-
level surface (blue) and a lower level surface (green). The corresponding free energy bar-
rier for the high-level surface, ΔgTARGET(x‡), is estimated as the free energy barrier of the
reference potentialΔgREF(x‡) plus the free energy of moving from the reference to the tar-
get surface ΔΔg(x‡) (shown by black arrows).
Reprinted with permission from [51]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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framework as follows [51]:
ΔΔGREF→TARGET RSð Þ ¼−kT ln QTARGET RSð Þ=QREF RSð Þð Þ
¼−kT ln exp − ETARGET−EREFð Þβf gh iREF
 
≈1
2
ETARGET−EREFh iREF þ ETARGET−EREFh iTARGET
 
:
ð10Þ
Similarly, ΔΔgREF→ TARGET(x‡) can be evaluated by the same LRA ap-
proach, but now considering the partial partition function at x ‡:
ΔΔgREF→TARGET x
‡
 
¼−kT ln qTARGET x‡
 
=qREF x
‡
  
¼−kT ln exp − ETARGET x‡
 
−EREF x
‡
  
β
n oD E
REF
h i
≈1
2
ETARGET x
‡
 
−EREF x
‡
 D E
REF
þ ETARGET x‡
 
−EREF x
‡
 D E
TARGET
 
:
ð11Þ
Note here that the lowercase q in Eq. (11) refers to the partition
function at the TS, in contrast to the uppercase Q in Eq. (10), which re-
ferred to the partition function at the minima. While both approaches
are viable, the LRA has been shown to be particularly powerful as it al-
lows one to obtain reasonable results even in cases where the target
and reference potentials are signiﬁcantly different [28,51].
Up to this point, it has been implicitly assumed that the position of
the transition state (TS) x‡ is identical for the two free energy surfaces,
i.e. x‡ ¼ x‡REF ¼ x‡TARGET . However, this is not necessarily true as the
two TS can bedifferent on the two surfaces using thedifferent potentials
and therefore this approximation may no longer be valid [51]. To re-
solve this problem, it is therefore necessary to include the free energy
difference involved when moving from xREF ‡ to xTARGET ‡ in Eq. (6):
ΔgTARGET x
≠
TARGET
 
¼ ΔgREF x‡REF
 
þ ΔΔgREF→TARGET x‡REF
 
þ ΔΔgTARGET x‡REF→x‡TARGET
 
:
ð12Þ
The last term of this expression can be evaluated by calculating the
potential of mean force (PMF) of moving from xREF ‡ to xTARGET ‡ on thetarget surface, which can be done by deﬁning two sets of constraints
(one for xTARGET
‡ and the other for x REF‡ ) and pulling the system from
one constraint to the other. Using the LRA formulation, the last two
terms from Eq. (12) can be evaluated in one step:
ΔΔgREF→TARGET x
‡
REF→x
‡
TARGET
 
¼ Δg
TARGET
x‡TARGET
 
−Δg
REF
x‡REF
 
¼ 1
2
E
TARGET
x‡REF
 
−E
REF
x‡REF
 D E
REF
þ E
TARGET
x‡TARGET
 
−E
REF
x‡TARGET
 D E
TARGET
 
:
ð13Þ
In this way, one can quantitatively evaluate the perturbation neces-
sary when moving between reference and target potentials within a
QM/MM (or any other related) framework.
3. Performing QM/MM free energy calculations using a
reference potential
The use of a reference potential can be particularly useful in the
study of complex reactions in solution and/or enzymes, where one is in-
terested in describing the chemical reaction pathway while including
the solvent and/or enzyme environment (Fig. 4). To achieve this, the
challenge is again two-fold: ﬁrst, one needs to use an accurate and com-
putationally efﬁcient description of the bond breaking/forming process.
Second, one needs to take into account the effect of the environment
and efﬁciently explore the complex energy landscape of the system in
order to avoid ﬁctitious minima.
In the ﬁrst case, one option is to treat all components of themolecu-
lar systemwith an accurate level of theory, e.g. using a high-level quan-
tum mechanical (QM) approach. However, this strategy is severely
limited by the poor scaling of conventional QM approaches. For exam-
ple, the computational cost of the Kohn–Shamdensity functional theory
(DFT) grows cubically with the number of particles [54], thus making it
quickly impractical as the complexity of the system increases. In this re-
spect, there have been a number of promising advances in the ﬁeld to
substantially reduce this computational challenge, in most of the cases
by using a reformulation of DFT and/or applying localization constraints
[13]. Some of these approaches have been shown to scale almost linear-
ly with system size [13,55,56], thus opening the door towards the appli-
cation of DFT approaches to larger systems [13–15]. Among these
developments, a few examples of note are constrained DFT [55],
where an experimentally or physically motivated constraint is applied
to the density during the minimization of the DFT energy functional
[57]; orbital-free DFT [58,59], which approximates the kinetic energy
of non-interacting electrons in terms of their density; and orbital-free
embedded DFT, in its different variants, such as those by Goodspaster
et al. [60] and Wesolowski et al. [61]. Another DFT alternative includes
the semi-empirical self-consistent charge density functional tight bind-
ing (SCC-DFTB) methods [62,63], which involves the approximation
958 F. Duarte et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1850 (2015) 954–965and parametrization of interaction integrals. These methods have
shown great success, but also some limitations, in comparison to
higher-level models, in particular in terms of energy convergence be-
tween exact and linear-scalingmethods (see Ref. [64,65] and references
cited therein). Another active area of research has been the develop-
ment of DFT-algorithms for graphics processing units (GPU) [66–69].
Compare to standard CPU implementations these algorithms have
shown a signiﬁcant speed-up in gradient and energy calculations. The
remarkable speedups attained by these implementations have made it
possible to even carry out ab initioMD simulation of large systems at a
very low cost using standard desktop computers [70].
In the second case, an efﬁcient samplingmethod is required in order
to explore the broad phase space including the inﬂuence of the environ-
ment. The use of molecular mechanics (MM) approaches, which are
based on classical potentials, can be extremely helpful as they allow in-
clusion of environmental effects (either solvent molecules or parts of
the enzyme) and improve the sampling of the energy surface on
which the reaction pathway is calculated. However, since MMmethods
do not describe the electronic rearrangements involved in the breaking
and forming of chemical bonds, they cannot be used for the study of
chemical processes. Consequently, one needs to ﬁnd a balance between
an accurate description of the electronic process and efﬁcient modeling
of the complex environment of the reaction. In this regard, one of the
most widely used approaches is a multi-layer approach (Fig. 5), in
which the interestingpart of the system (usuallywhere the chemical re-
action takes place) is described at the electronic level by (high-level)
QM approaches, with the remainder of the system being modeled by
MM (or lower-level QM) methods.
These combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical
(QM/MM) approaches [71–73], which are part of the reason for the
2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry [74], have currently become one of
the most popular approaches for studying chemical reactivity in so-
lution and in enzyme active sites [5,20]. Depending on the level of
theory used, QM/MM approaches can be classiﬁed into two
different types. The ﬁrst of these employs a semi-empirical descrip-
tion of the reactive part, using approaches such as AM1/d [75], or-
thogonalization corrections (OMx-D) [76,77], SCC-DFTB [62,63], or
the empirical valence bond (EVB) approach [52,78]. The second
type relies on the use of ab initio (wave-function based) or, more
commonly, DFT methods to describe the QM region. Other ab initio
QM/MMmethods, using a valence bond approach, have also been de-
veloped. Among these approaches, one can mention the mixed mo-
lecular orbital and valence bond (MOVB) method by Gao et al. [79]Fig. 5. Illustrating an example of the division of an enzyme into QM (reactive part) and
MM (environment) regions. Shown here is the speciﬁc example of the zinc-containing
bacterial phosphotriesterase from Brevundimonas diminuta, in complexwith the substrate
analog diethyl 4-methylbenzylphosphonate (PDB ID: 1DPM). Here, a potential QM region
has been highlighted on the enzyme.and the hybrid ab initio VB/MM method by Shurki et al. [80]. Addi-
tionally, these methods can be further sub-divided as “additive” or
“subtractive” approaches, in terms of the scheme used to express
the Hamiltonian of the system. Here we will only brieﬂy describe
the additive scheme, as it is currently the most widely used QM/
MM approach. In this scheme the effective QM/MM Hamiltonian of
the system can be deﬁned by:
H^QM=MM ¼ H^QM QMð Þ þ H^MM MMð Þ þ H^QM=MM QM−MMð Þ ð14Þ
where H^QM QMð Þ is the energy of the QM region (calculated at the QM
level of theory), H^MM MMð Þ is the energy of the MM region (calculated
at the MM level of theory or using a lower level QM approach), and
H^QM MMð Þ is the coupling between the two regions. The last term in
this expression is crucial, and includes the bonded, electrostatic
and van der Waals interactions between the atoms in the two re-
gions. Without correct treatment of this coupling, completely
unphysical energies are obtained [20,71]. For a detailed description
of both additive and subtractive QM/MM approaches, we refer the
reader to Ref. [20].
One of the major challenges inherent to all QM/MM approaches is
the high computational cost needed for the repeated evaluation of the
energies and forces in the QM region. Additionally, due to the large
number of atoms included in these calculations, the number of local
minima available for the system substantially increases [81], making
QM/MM calculations based on a single minimized structure unreliable
(as they may not be representative of the chemical process of interest).
Due to these limitations, there have been efforts to develop QM/MM
free energy methods [19,28,30,31,51,82–85] which aim to avoid direct
sampling at high levels of theory while still giving an accurate estimate
of the free energy changes during the reaction. This approach, initially
developed by Warshel et al. [27], has been employed and modiﬁed by
a number of other authors [19,30,31,82–84,86,87] by using the thermo-
dynamic cycle of Fig. 2, auxiliary Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with an
approximate Hamiltonian [82–84], or a combination of both [87]
approaches.
To ﬁnish this section, we will brieﬂy describe two other related ap-
proaches that use a reference potential. The ﬁrst of them is the QM/
MM thermodynamic cycle perturbation (QTCP) approach of Ryde
et al. [30,88]. This method can be considered a combination of the
QM/MM free energy method (QM/MM-FE) of Yang et al. [89] and the
reference potential approach of Warshel et al. [27,50]. Here, as in the
QM-FE method of Yang et al. [89], the reaction pathway is optimized
(in this case using a semiempirical QM/MM reference potential) and a
number of conﬁgurations are selected along the reaction pathway.
Then, following the approach of Warshel et al. [27,50], the free energy
change from the reference to the target potential is evaluated via FEP
for each of the selected QM conﬁguration along the reaction pathway.
In this way, a high-level QM/MM PMF can be obtained. Ryde et al.
have applied theQTCP approach, for example, to study the enzymes cat-
echol O-methyltransferase (COMT) [30], cytochrome c peroxidase [90],
and [FeFe]-hydrogenases [91].
The second approach is the molecular mechanics based importance
function (MMBIF) developed by Iftimie and Schoﬁeld [82,92]. In this
method, a referenceMMHamiltonian is used to guide theMC sampling,
fromwhich different conﬁgurations are generated. These conﬁgurations
are then accepted or rejected into the QM/MM ensemble (from which
the QM/MM free energies can then be calculated) according to the Me-
tropolis–Hastings algorithm with the probability min{1, exp(−ΔΔE/
kBT)}, where ΔΔE is the difference between the target and reference en-
ergies for conﬁguration x:
ΔΔE ¼ ETARGET xnewð Þ−EREF xnewð Þð Þ− ETARGET xoldð Þ−EREF xoldð Þð Þ: ð15Þ
MMBIF has been applied to the study of the proton transfer reaction
of malonaldehyde in an aprotic nonpolar solvent using DFT as a target
959F. Duarte et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1850 (2015) 954–965potential, showing an overall reduction of three orders of magnitude in
the CPU simulation time compared to a direct ab-initioMC simulation
[92].
Finally, the simplest way towards this correction is to calculate the
reaction proﬁle at a low level of theory and then subsequently perform
single point calculationswith a higher-level approach on a sample of in-
dividual structures to get the higher-level reaction proﬁle [93–98].
Strictly, these structures should be reweighted, as it is not certain that
the phase space sampled by the low-level methods is the same as
with the higher-level methods [19]. Regardless of the preferred ap-
proach, the use of a reference potential is clearly a promising way to
overcome the computational costs associated with directly performing
all the conﬁgurational sampling with a high-level approach.
4. Free energy calculations using updatedmean charge distributions
and reference potentials
Asmentioned in the previous section, calculating free energies with-
in a QM/MM framework is computationally demanding. In standard
QM/MM calculations using the additive scheme (Eq. (14)), the bottle-
neck is the calculation of the QM internal energy and QM/MM electro-
static interactions (H^QM QMð Þ; H^QM=MM;Elec , Eq. (14)), as they require a
self-consistent ﬁeld (SCF) calculation for each different QM or MM con-
formation. The cost associated with this makes it extremely challenging
to perform extended sampling.
One straightforward alternative for accelerating QM/MM simula-
tions is the use of a mean-ﬁeld approximation, bywhich the solvent en-
vironment is represented by an average solvent potential which is then
added to the soluteHamiltonian [99]. In its earliest incarnations, such an
approachwas implicitly implemented in, for example, theQM/Langevin
dipole (QM/LD) [49,100] and in various continuummodels [101]. In the
last decade, the use of an average solvent potential to accelerate QM/
MM has been exploited in different ways. This includes the work of
Warshel et al. [99], Yang et al. [31,45], and Aguilar et al. [102,103],
among others [104,105]. This approach has been used to study activa-
tion energies in solution [106–108], enzymes [98,109–111], solvation
free energies [87,112,113], and binding free energies [113].
The common point in all these approaches is the calculation of a par-
tially [99] (Fig. 6C) or totally [102] averagedMMpotential, which is nor-
mally evaluated by some variation of collecting independent positions
of all solvent atoms over a number of frames of an MD trajectory, and
then averaging over all solvent positions, which are sent to the QM pro-
gram as point charges [108]. Even though the use of a point-charge ap-
proximation is straightforward and in most cases works quite well
[108], it has shown some limitations, such as its tendency to overesti-
mate short-range electrostatic (ES) interactions [114], as well as diver-
gence problems during the SCF iterations [104]. This problem has
been addressed by re-scaling the MM charges [99,115] or by smearing
the MM charges using Gaussian distributions [116]. Another common
aspect of these approaches is the use of a ﬁxed structure of the QM sys-
tem throughout the MD simulation. This approximation is extremely
helpful to overcome convergence problems associated to FEP calcula-
tions (see discussion in Ref. [19,112,113]). However, its use implies
that the entropy of the QM system is ignored [81] and that the increase
in the size of the QM system does not ensure improvement of the re-
sults, i.e. just increasing the size of the QM system does not necessarily
ensure that better results will be obtained [19,117]. These approaches
can also be extended to cases where the solute is allowed to ﬂuctuate
as well [99]. Recent works proposed a simpler form of the Zwanzig
equation in which differences in interaction energy, rather than total
energy differences, are factored into the FEP formula [113].
To put this in context with an illustrative example, we will brieﬂy
describe the approach developed by Warshel and coworkers [99,118]
to accelerate QM/MM free energy calculations using an updated mean
charge distribution coupled with a classical reference potential. This is
a multi-step protocol, where the free energy for a given process is ﬁrstcalculated by performing classical MD simulations using a reference po-
tential and then reﬁned using a higher-level method. In the case of sol-
vation free energy calculations, these can be addressed by using the
given ﬁxed solute with a reasonable charge set as a reference and then
reﬁning the calculated free energy while taking the real ﬂuctuating
MM environment over the course of the QM/MM simulation into
account.
In order to do this reﬁnement, Warshel et al. [99] developed a seem-
ingly simple approach which allows one to calculate the QM/MM elec-
trostatic interactions without the need for repetitive SCF calculations.
This approach,whichmaps the effect of theﬂuctuatingMMenvironment
on a grid of point charges, can be summarized in the following three
steps: (1) initial evaluation of QM charges, Q(n) (where (n) designates
the nth step), followed by (2) MD simulation over m steps to allow the
MM environment to ﬂuctuate in the potential (EQM/MMel (Q(1)) + EvdW);
and ﬁnally, (3) allm snapshots of solvent coordinates frommMD steps
are stored. Then, in order to perform the averaging, the charge of these
atoms is scaled by 1/m and all the scaled solvent charges are sent to
the QMprogram to reproduce an average solvent potential on the solute.
The latter is used to obtain the corresponding solute polarization and a
new set of solute charges Q(2) (Fig. 6). The average solvent potential
can be evaluated in a computationally less costlyway [99] by partitioning
the MM environment into two (or more [107]) regions: in the ﬁrst re-
gion (Region I) the average potential is calculated on a grid ofm× Nextern
point charges (where Nextern are the MM atoms situated within a
predeﬁned cutoff radius, scaled by 1/m) and included into theHamiltoni-
an within the QM program. In the second region (Region II), the average
potential coming from N–Nextern MM atoms is represented by a dipole
using the following relationship:
ξo ¼
2q
rORj j3
rOR ð16Þ
where ξO is electric ﬁeld at point O (the geometrical center of QM sys-
tem) and rOR is pointing along ξO to charge q. The validity of this averag-
ing approach has been demonstrated in Ref. [99], with substantial
savings in computational cost compared to standard QM/MM ap-
proaches using repetitive SCF calculations. The use of thismulti-step pro-
tocol, which includes the updated charge mean distribution, the use of a
classical reference potential, and the LRA approach (to get the energy dif-
ference between the two potentials, Eq. (12)) has demonstrated to lead
to computational time savings of up to 1000× in QM(ai)/MM-FEP calcu-
lations of solvation free energies [99] as well as showing promise for the
correct treatment of protein electrostatics in benchmark pKa calculations
[118].
5. Automated reﬁnement of the reference potential for QM/MM free
energy calculations
One of the big challenges when allowing the solute to ﬂuctuate is
that the difference between the reference and target potentials can be
quite large (and, in the case of chemical reactions, the transition states
have different positions on the two potentials). In order to partially
avoid this problem, one could freeze out the solute motions and do
free energy calculations on static structures, as described in Section 4.
The problems, however, start in the case of chemical reactions where
the solute potential is allowed to ﬂuctuate.
We recently developed an approach to overcome this problem,
which we describe as “paradynamics” (PD) [28,119]. In this context,
PD provides an alternative gradual and controlled way to make the
physically-based reference potential as close as possible to the target
potential in order to reduce the discrepancies between the two poten-
tials during the actual simulations [119] (for a detailed description of
this method we refer the reader to Refs [28,119]). The PD approach
[28] also follows the cycle shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It starts with the eval-
uation of the energy difference between the reference and the target
Fig. 6. Schematic view of the averaging of the solvent potential overm steps of a standard classical MD simulation. (a) MD sampling of theMM subsystem is performedwhile keeping the
QM region ﬁxed; (b) all snapshots of the trajectory are combined to build a ﬁnite MM ensemble; (c) Simpliﬁed form of representing the solvent potential: in Region I it is calculated from
the average of the explicit molecules, while in Region II the average potential is represented by two point charges.
Adapted with permission from [99]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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jectories at the RS (PS) and at the TS and in both the reference and the
target potentials. This evaluation can bedonebyusing either the FEP ap-
proach or the LRA perturbation between the different potentials. While
both approaches have been shown to give nearly identical results, as the
LRA approach is just an endpoint approach, it has been shown to give
signiﬁcant time savings compared to the full FEP treatment [119]. This
step is followed by iterative reﬁnement of the reference potential in
order to minimize the energy difference between the two potentials,
as described below and shown in Fig. 7.
While in principle any reference potential could be used for such cal-
culations, e.g., either a pureMMHamiltonian [30,86] or an empirical va-
lence bond potential (EVB) potential [50,51], we started by using the
EVB potential for simplicity. The EVB approach (which has been
discussed in detail elsewhere [52,120]) has proven to be a highly useful
and efﬁcient approach in a number of studies [28,51,99,118,119,121], as
it is fast enough to provide both extensive conformational sampling and
provides sufﬁcient chemical information to describe chemical processesFig. 7. In the PD approach, the reference potential, V1′, is iteratively and systematically re-
ﬁned (V2′, V3′,…, VN′) to reproduce the real potential, V0. The iterative reﬁnement of the
reference potential, Vn′, is aimed at reaching a situation where V0 and Vn′ almost coincide.
Once this is achieved, the computationally expensive sampling on the real potential can be
substituted by sampling the reference potential instead.
Reprinted with permission from [28]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.under study. Additionally, the use of the energy gap between the two
diabatic states in the EVB model (Δε= εj− εi) as a reaction coordinate
has been shown to be particularly powerful in simulations of chemical
reactions, especially in complex systems, where the selection of a prop-
er reaction coordinate can be a major bottleneck [120] in the process.
When an EVB potential is used as a reference potential, the reﬁne-
ment procedure involves the reﬁnement of the EVB parameters,
which is done by seeking the minimum of the least-squares function
[28]:
Θ p; rð Þ ¼ k1
XN
i¼1
EEVBi p; rð Þ−EQMi rð Þ
 2 þ k2XN
i¼1
X3
j¼1
∂EEVBi p; rð Þ
∂xj
−∂E
QM
i rð Þ
∂xj
 !2
:
ð17Þ
EEVB and EQM in Eq. (17) denote the EVB andQMenergies respective-
ly, p is the vector of the EVB parameters, i runs over the conﬁgurations
generated during the MD simulation, and k1 and k2 are the weighting
factors that are applied to the energies. For each EVB parameter, p, an it-
erative search for the value that minimizes Θ(p, r) is carried out either
by using a simpliﬁedNewton–Raphson approach or by reﬁning the vec-
tor of EVB parameters, p, in the optimal steepest descent approach
[119].
While the reﬁnement scheme given above refers speciﬁcally to an
EVB potential, another reﬁnement scheme with another kind of refer-
ence potential (such as a pure MM or semiempirical potential [30,
86]), can also be used by using the full FEP or LRA to evaluate the pertur-
bation between the different potentials. For these cases, a recent ap-
proach has been developed for the reﬁnement step, which involves
the use of Gaussian functions. Such Gaussian functions have been previ-
ously used in different contexts [43,122,123], for example in the local el-
evation method [122] and in the MTD [43] approach. However, in
contrast to these methods, the PD approach does not require expensive
iterative sampling to build the negative potential [119]. It should be
pointed out in any comparison of PD andMTD thatMTD is “only” an en-
hanced sampling approach, whereas PD is a combined multi-scale en-
hanced sampling method. This makes a direct comparison of the
performance of the two approaches more difﬁcult.
In the PD approach the least-squares function is minimized, using
the optimal steepest descent with respect to the parameters αk and Ak
of a number (i) of Gaussians (Ai exp(−α(ξ− ξi)2)):
Θ akf g Akf gð Þ ¼
XN
i¼1
TTARG rið Þ−ETARG r j
  2
: ð18Þ
The result of this ﬁtting is a function, Γ, which approximates the tar-
get potential in the range of the reaction coordinate where the PES was
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ΓTARGET ¼
X
k
Ak exp −αk x−ξkð Þ2
 
: ð19Þ
Following this procedure for both the reference and the target po-
tentials, it is possible to reﬁne the original reference potential using
the obtained г-functions:
E0REF ¼ EREF−ΓREF þ ΓTARGET : ð20Þ
In this way, the reﬁned reference potential (EREF′) is close enough to
the target potential in a given range of the reaction coordinate. Then, the
mapping potentials used in order to go from RS to PS can be expressed
as:
Em ¼ 1−λmð ÞERS þ λmEPS ð21Þ
where ERS= EQM− ΓQM+ ECONS(ξRS) and EPS= EQM− ΓQM+ ECONS(ξRS).
Here, one can use ECONS(ξRS/PS) as a harmonic potential centered at the
reaction coordinate position ξRS/PS. Then, the PMF is evaluated by using
a modiﬁcation of Eq. (8) (using the FEP/US approach):
Δg ξð Þ ¼ ΔGm−kT ln δ x−ξð Þ exp −
ETARG xð Þ−Em xð Þ
kT
  
Em
: ð22Þ
Furthermore, the results from different simulation windows are
combined by:
Δg ξð Þ ¼
X
frames
Ni ξð ÞX
frames
Ni ξð Þ
Δgi ξð Þ ð23Þ
where Ni(ξ) is the number of times the MD visited a particular reaction
coordinate value, ξ, while propagating on the i-th mapping potential.
The generalized features of PD approach allow the use of this
approach not only to explore complex systems by acceleration
QM(ai)/MM calculations with proper sampling, but also in awide va-
riety of applications where a reference potential is used (e.g. when
the reference potential is a CG model), thus providing a very power-
ful strategy to explore any dynamical property of a complex system
in an efﬁcient way.
A key point that should be kept in mind when deﬁning the level of
theory of the target potential is its reliability to describe the chemical
properties of the system of interest. Currently, most ab initio QM/MM
approaches use DFT methods to describe the chemical process. Even
though DFT has been shown to be highly efﬁcient compared to other
ab initio approaches (see discussion in Section 2), it has also been
shown to suffer a number of limitations [124–126] which can be more
or less critical depending on the particular characteristics of the chemi-
cal process under study. One example of this is the extensive use of the
B3LYP density functional in the ﬁeld of chemistry; this functional has
proved to be accurate enough in a number of studies. However, it is
now clear that its success has, in many cases, been simply the result of
some cancelation of errors [124]. Attempts to solve these errors by in-
clusion of physically motivated corrections have been done (e.g. the
rCAMB3LYP and LC-BLYP functionals), however they seem to come at
the cost of a slightly worse description of the chemistry. On the other
hand, some recent empirically-driven functionals, such as M06-2X,
have shown excellent performance, but at the cost of a high level of pa-
rameterization [125]. Therefore, one should carefully examine the dif-
ferent higher-level approaches available as a target potential to choose
an accurate, but also computationally efﬁcient, approach. In summary,
the quality of the target potential will be directly related to the quality
of the QM approach used and, therefore, knowledge about the methodsused will be an essential aspect when using simpliﬁed models to de-
scribe a complex process.
6. Sample applications
The reference potential approach has been adopted and implement-
ed in a number of methods aimed at QM(ai)/MM calculations of activa-
tion free energies in enzymes [30,45,51,98,109–111], aqueous solution
[106], and the evaluation of solvation free energies [87,107,112,113],
binding free energies [113,127], pKa calculations [118], and kinetic iso-
tope effects [83]. In this section, we present three illustrative examples
of the applications of this approach.
6.1. The chloride/chloromethane SN2 reaction: implementing
the paradynamics reﬁnement approach
The SN2 reaction between chloride ion and chloromethane has been
extensively used as a prototype reaction, not only to understand solva-
tion effects, but also as a model system to validate a number of theoret-
ical approaches [106,128,129] including the PD approach [28] presented
in Section 4. For the PD study of this reaction, an EVB potential was used
as a reference potential and the automated PD parameter reﬁnement
procedure (Eq. (17)) was used to ﬁnd the set of EVB parameters that
minimize the free energy difference between the reference (EVB) and
the target potential (chosen to be the PM3 level of theory to reduce
computational cost). Those parameters were then used to obtain the ac-
tivation free energy in the reference potentialΔgEVB(x‡) (using Eqs. (22)
and (23)) and the correction ΔΔgEVB → QM(x‡) (Eq. (6)) was calculated
using the LRA approach. Using this multistep approach, it was possible
to obtain an activation barrier of 11.7 kcal/mol, which was in good
agreement with the actual QM barrier of 11.2 kcal/mol (at the PM3
level of theory).
Another aspect analyzed in thatworkwas the selection of the reaction
coordinate,where the applicability of the PDapproachwas demonstrated
not onlywhen the EVB energy gap (Δε) is used as the reaction coordinate,
but also in cases where other reaction coordinates are used, for example
with the conventional SN2 geometrical coordinate (r(C–Cl1)–r(C–Cl2)) or
the 2-D reaction coordinate (r(C–Cl1) and r(C–Cl2)) (Fig. 8). In contrast to
theMTD approach, which requires a separate run for each choice of reac-
tion coordinate, the PD approach only requires a single post-processing
job after the PD reﬁnement in order to generate the reﬁned free energy
surface. In this aspect it is important to mention that variations of the
PD approach have also been used to generate multidimensional surfaces,
for example to examine the free energy landscape for both the conforma-
tional change and the chemical step in adenylate kinase [130]. Finally,
this study also tested the efﬁciency of PD in comparison to the popular
MTD approach [42] and it was shown that the PD approach was 200
times more computationally efﬁcient than the MTD approach. The pre-
cise acceleration factor depends on the cost of the QMmethod used, as
the main bottleneck is still the cost of the repeated QM calculations in
the MTD approach.
6.2. Exploring the stability of different anionic tautomers of uracil
Anionic states of nucleic acid bases have been suggested to play a
role in radiation damage processes. Several studies have focused on
the stability of these species, mainly in the gas phase [131,132], but
also in solution [107]. Haranczyk et al. [107] have used the reference po-
tential approach in order to calculate the stability ofﬁve different anion-
ic tautomers in the solvent phase (Fig. 9). Their methodology for the
calculation of solvation free energy involves the two-step approach
described in Section 3. In this particular case, the ﬁrst step involved
the calculation of the free energy of solvation using the free energy
perturbation-adiabatic charging (FEP/AC) approach [52,133], where
the charges of the solute molecule are obtained using a continuum sol-
vent model. In the second step, the classical free energy of solvation is
Fig. 8. (left) The EVB free energy surface obtained for amodel SN2 reaction in the gas phase (the symmetrical reaction between chloride ion and chloromethane) after the reﬁnement of the
EVB parameters. The reﬁned EVB free energy proﬁle is shown in red. Also shown for comparison are a red arrow representing the EVB free energy barrier, a blue arrow shows the barrier
obtained through the LRA-correction after PD reﬁnement, and a cyan arrow designating the real QM barrier. As can be seen from this ﬁgure, the difference between even the uncorrected
EVB activation barrier using a reﬁned potential and the “real” higher-level QMactivation barrier is less than 1 kcal/mol. (right) 2-D free-energy surface constructed by EVB FEP/US after the
PD reﬁnement. The surface is deﬁned in terms of the distances between the central carbon atom and the leaving and attacking nucleophiles (i.e., r(C–Cl1), r(C–Cl2).
Reprinted with permission from [28]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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illustrated in Fig. 6). From this study it was shown that three anionic
tautomers (U2, U4, and U1; see Fig. 8) are more stable than the ca-
nonical one. Comparison of these results with the one obtained
using only a continuum model showed signiﬁcant differences, sug-
gesting the need for the explicit treatment of solvent on these
studies.6.3. Dehalogenation of dichloroethane by haloalkane dehalogenase
The SN2 step in the mechanism of the reaction catalyzed by
haloalkane dehalogenase (DhlA) has been the subject of many theo-
retical studies [19,134–136]. Warshel et al. [51] have studied this
process in order to exemplify the use of the EVB approach as a refer-
ence potential for QM/MM calculations in the condensed phase.
More recently, Ryde et al. [19] have also used this system as a bench-
mark for their QM/MM thermodynamic cycle perturbation approach
(QTCP) approach. As discussed before both approaches share several
features.
In the study of Warshel et al. [51] (which builds on earlier detailed
mechanistic studies of the same system [135]), a combined approach
was applied using the EVB approach as a reference potential, and the
LRA approach, to evaluate the energy cost of moving from the EVB to
theQM(B3LYP/DFT)/MMsurfaces. These resultswere then used to eval-
uate the activation barrier using Eqs. (6) and (11), where it wasFig. 9. Anionic tautomers of uracil stu
This ﬁgure was originally presented iassumed that the TSs for both QM/MM and EVB potentials were similar,
and also using Eq. (13), where the energy difference between the two
TSs is also included. Both approaches produced very similar activation
barriers (Fig. 10).
In the work by Ryde et al. [19] this system was used as a bench-
mark to compare the convergence when calculating the energy dif-
ference from the MM (or semiempirical) description to a QM/MM
description, using the QTCP approach. For the QM calculations, the
DFT level of theory (using three different functionals: PBE, B3LYP
and TPSSH) was tested. It was concluded that simulations based
the semiempirical QM/MM methods have slightly better conver-
gence properties, however they require a longer simulation time
(~10 ns). Additionally, it was shown that convergence is only obtain-
ed when electrostatic interactions between the QM region and its
surroundings are ignored. Finally, it was demonstrated that the use
of single point energy calculations, without any reweighting of the
trajectories, gives poor results, at least when a large number of
frames is used to obtain the average correction.7. Conclusions and future perspectives
Hybrid QM/MM approaches have rapidly become one of the most
popular computational tools for studying chemical reactivity in biomo-
lecular systems. Despite tremendous recent advances in computer
power and improvements in the scaling of conventional QM codes, thedied by Haransczyk et al. [107].
n Ref. [107] with color added for clarity.
Fig. 10. (A) TS of the SN2 reaction step in the active site of DhlA. (B) QM/MMactivation free energy for the SN2 reaction step inwater and in the active site of DhlA. This proﬁlewas obtained
by moving from the EVB to the higher-level (DFT or ab initio) QM/MM surfaces, as outlined in Ref. [51].
This ﬁgure was originally presented in Ref. [51]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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reach of QM/MM free energy calculations [19] as they require extensive
conﬁgurational sampling. Therefore, alternative approaches are needed
to work around this problem. The use of simpliﬁed models to describe
complex biological systems has a long and distinguished history, dating
back to the early days of protein folding simulations [22] and continuing
todaywith simulations on such large systems as the translocon [137], F1
ATPase [138,139] and the ribosome [11]. We present here some recent
advances in using reference potentials and mean ﬁeld approxima-
tions to accelerate high-level QM/MM calculations. In particular,
we are optimistic about the promise of the paradynamics approach
as an effective tool to reduce the cost of high-level QM/MM calcu-
lations by using a mostly automated parameter reﬁnement proce-
dure to limit the amount of sampling necessary on the high-level
surface.
Despite the many recent advances in the ﬁeld, a number of chal-
lenges and potential improvements still remain. In principle, ap-
proaches can be developed for on-the-ﬂy ﬁtting to the higher level
potential during the simulation (rather than a priori parameteriza-
tion). Another gain would be improving the robustness of ap-
proaches to calculate the perturbation between the two potentials.
One example of a recent advance in this direction was the use of
Gaussian-based correction potentials in order to improve the quality
of the reference potential and the convergence of the calculations
[119]. Another advance would be the incorporation of elements of
the MTD sampling approach into the PD protocol [140]. Additionally,
there have been many other recent breakthroughs in the ﬁeld. For
example, adaptive QM/MM approaches, in which the molecules are
allowed to cross the boundaries between the QM and the MM re-
gions to dynamically change their “character” (from QM to MM and
vice versa) [141–143] have been increasingly developed in recent
years. The simplest application of this approach assumes an abrupt
change in the description of a molecule when it crosses a given cut-
off, leading to sudden changes in the energy and forces involved. In
order to avoid such artifacts, recent approaches have introduced a
buffer zone between the QM and MM regions. Some include the per-
muted adaptive partitioning (PAP) [141,144] approach, the sorted
adaptive partitioning (SAP) [141,144] approach, or the difference-
based adaptive solvation (DAS) [145] approach. Clearly, this brief
perspective cannot provide an overview of all QM/MM free energy
approaches currently available. Overall, we believe that such ap-
proaches have broad applications in biomolecular simulations and
the strategies outlined in this perspective will help overcome the
quantitative limitations to existing semi-empirical QM/MM calcula-
tions without massive increases in computational cost.Acknowledgements
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